Continents worksheet 1st grade

Spatial thinking is one of the most important skills that students develop as they learn geography. Develop awareness of the physical features of Earth, and knowledge of boundaries with this assortment of printable worksheets on the seven continents of the world designed for kids of grade 2 through grade 5; featuring 7 continents chart, flashcards,
continent fact cards, and activities like identifying, coloring and labeling the continents, completing the legend, matching countries to continents, continent research projects, crossword, riddles, reading comprehension to mention a few. Jump-start preparation with our free worksheets! The Seven Continents | Chart Bring in a globe and spark
curiosity. This captivating chart pdf is sure to grab the attention of kids and assists them in identifying the continents and learning their names and spellings with ease. 7 Continents of the World | Flashcards Kids remember pictures better than words. Increase the recalling ability of kids by adding the name alongside the continent. Cut along the
dotted lines and create these continent flashcards. Seven Continents | Fact Cards Incorporate this printable anchor chart or cut out individual units of each continent, comprising interesting snippets of information and facilitate active recall among grade 3 and grade 4 kids. Enhance memory with repetition of names and facts. Locate and Color the
Continents Familiarize 2nd grade kids to figure out the seven continents on the world map and color each one following the color key provided. Kids learn a vital skill of locating places on a map. Label the Continents | With Word bank Equip kids of grade 2 and 3 with this label the continents worksheet and work on recognition tasks. Kids use the
names of continents presented in the word bank to complete the labeling activity. Continents of the World | Labeling Each continent is marked and depicted with a letter. Instruct 3rd grade and 4th grade kids to identify the continent and write its nameagainst the letter that represents it to complete this evaluation activity. Color and Label the
continents | Complete the Legend Engage and motivate elementary school kids with this printable worksheet. Direct kids to identify and label the continents and color them using colors of their choice and practice completing the legend or key as well. Unscramble Continent Names | Mark the Continents Hone spelling skills with this unscramble the
continents pdf worksheet. Use the trial-error method, rearrange the letters to unscramble the names of the continents and number the continents on the map. 7 Continents | Crossword This easy-to-solve puzzle improves thinking and processing time in grade 3 kids. Build observation skills and vocabulary as kids look at the picture, identify the
continent and write its name in the continent crossword grid. Match the Country to the Continent The countries are listed in one column and the continents in the other. Which continent does this country belong to? Answer this question and draw a line from the country to the continent and connect them. Match the Continents to its facts Read
important facts about the continents and identify the continent described. Make one-to-one correspondence between the continent and its description using this continent matching activity PDF. Continents | Fill in the blanks Listed out in this printable fill in the blanks worksheet for grade 5 children are the main points for recapitulation. Read each
sentence carefully and plug in the missing word(s) from the word bank. Seven Continents | Riddles Children of 4th grade and 5th grade become aware of how to solve riddles by reading the clues that are written describing the continents and guess the name. Review interesting facts about the continents in the process. Continent Research Writing
Project Travel the seven continents, explore and dig deeper to find out some special facts about each continent. The questions in the template help children to research and find out the facts pertaining to each continent. The Seven Continents Reading Comprehension Promote reading habits with this passage pdf on seven continents. Follow-up with
post-reading questions to encourage classroom interaction and assist kids in reading, enjoying and appreciating the text. North America What stands out about North America is its diversity and promise. Its resoruces are huge and culture awe-inspiring. Read all about North America, and answer questions that test your global reading and analytical
skills among others. Your kindergartener or first grader will fear no map with help from this Label the Continents worksheet. With a colorful, inviting map of the world and labels for each continent at the ready, this handy map is the perfect introduction to beginning geography. See in a Lesson PlanView answersAdd to collectionAssign
digitallyCommon Core State StandardsTexas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)Virginia Standards of Learning (SOL)Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)BC Performance StandardsAlberta Program of StudiesThe Australian Curriculum (ACARA)The Victorian Curriculum (F-10)No standards associated with this content. This website uses
cookies We and our advertising partners use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience on our website, to show you personalized content and targeted ads, to analyze our website traffic, and to understand where our visitors are coming from. You can find more information and change your preferences herePage 2
Live worksheets > English > Social Studies > Continents > 7 Continents Song Finish!! Please allow access to the microphone Look at the top of your web browser. If you see a message asking for permission to access the microphone, please allow. Close Hello Friends, Welcome to Life and Homeschooling. I'm a momma to three beautiful kids. My
eldest son is a 6th grader, my middle daughter is in 2nd grade, and my youngest son is in 1st grader. I've been homeschooling for a total of 8 years. Take your kids on a fun adventure around the world to learn the 7 continents of the world! This collection has 15 pages available to purchase at our store here or at my TPT store here. Don't forget the
awesome deal that will save you a lot of money! Become a VIP member and ... gain 3 month unlimited access to all 100 collections that is over 2000 pages early access to new worksheets delivered straight to your email. Become a VIP Member now! Here's your 7 continents FREE samples. Just click & print!Free Language Arts WorksheetsBecome a
VIP Member- 3 month unlimited access - 97 collections - over 2000 pages - New worksheets delivered to your email. Discover the world of geometry with these worksheets for 1st-grade students. These 10 worksheets will teach children about the defining attributes of common shapes and how to draw them in two dimensions. Practicing these basic
geometry skills will prepare your student for more advanced mathematics in the grades ahead. Deb Russell Print the PDF Learn to distinguish between squares, circles, rectangles, and triangles with this worksheet. This introductory exercise will help young students learn to draw and identify the basic geometric forms. Deb Russell Print the PDF Can
you guess the mystery shapes with these clues? Find out how well you can remember basic forms with these seven word puzzles. Deb Russell Print the PDF Practice your shape-identification skills with some help from Mr. Funny Shape Man. This exercise will help students learn to distinguish between basic geometric shapes. Deb Russell Print the
PDF Find the shapes and color them in! This worksheet will help youngsters practice their counting skills and their coloring talent while learning to distinguish shapes of various sizes. Deb Russell Print the PDF Each of these 12 animals is different, but you can draw an outline around each of them. First-graders can work on their shape-drawing skills
with this fun exercise. Deb Russell Print the PDF Cut and sort basic shapes with this fun hands-on activity. This worksheet builds on early exercises by teaching students how to organize shapes. Deb Russell Print the PDF Find all the triangles and draw a circle around them. Remember the definition of a triangle. In this exercise, youngsters must learn
to distinguish between real triangles and other forms that merely resemble them. Deb Russell Print the PDF Time to explore the classroom with this exercise. Take a look around your classroom and look for objects that resemble the shapes you've been learning about. Deb Russell Print the PDF This worksheet gives students a chance to get creative
as they use their knowledge of geometry to create simple drawings. Deb Russell Print the PDF This final worksheet will challenge youngsters' thinking skills as they use their new geometry knowledge to solve word problems.
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